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Abstract: 
BACKGROUND: )t has been claimed that overweight【obesity and childhood asthma and wheezing disorders are associated┸ although the results of observational studies have remained inconsistent┻ We conducted a systematic review and meta┽analysis to investigate this┻ 
METHODS┺ An online search of published papers linking childhood asthma and wheezing with overweight【obesity up to May にどなね using EMBASE and Medline medical research databases was carried out┻ Summary odds ratios ゅORょ were estimated using random┽effects models┻ Sub┽group meta┽analyses were performed to assess the robustness of risk associations and between┽study heterogeneity┻  
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CONCLUSION: Our results suggest that underweight is associated with a reduced risk of childhood asthma┸ and overweight and obesity are associated with an increased risk of childhood asthma┻ Although our findings assert that overweight【obesity and childhood asthma are associated┸ the causal pathway and temporal aspects of this relationship remain unanswered and deserve further epidemiological investigation┻  
 
Running title: Childhood Body Mass )ndex and wheezing disorders 
 
Introduction: Asthma is a major chronic disease of childhood whose prevalence┸ based on self reported symptoms has increased in recent times and is projected to rise in the future ゅな にょ┻ Alongside this trend in asthma┸ the global prevalence of overweight or obesity in infants and under five has increased from ぬな million to ねね million during なひひど┽にどなに with the potential of a further はどガ increase in the coming decade ゅぬょ┻ 
Previous observational epidemiologic studies suggested that overweight【obesity and childhood asthma are associated although the results remain inconsistent┻ A meta┽analysis of four observational epidemiologic studies had reported that there is a のどガ ゅrelative riskサな┻のど┹ ひのガ C)┺ な┻に to な┻ぱょ increased risk of childhood asthma for overweight ゅねょ┻ (owever┸ the included studies used a variety of risk estimate definitions┺ three used odds ratio┸ゅの┽ばょ and another used relative risk ゅぱょ┻  
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riskサな┻のど┸ ひのガ C)┺ な┻にに to な┻ぱぬょ increase in risk of childhood asthma for overweight and obesity respectively ゅなどょ┻ (owever┸ the age of study populations┸ Body Mass )ndex ゅBM)ょ categorizations┸ and risk estimate definitions were not consistent across the studies included in the two meta┽analyses┻ For example┸ in the meta┽analysis by Egan et al┸ゅなどょ one study used data driven quintile BM) categories ゅななょ┸ whilst the other two studies used only high risk children ゅなに なぬょ┸ two used relative risk ゅぱ ななょ┸ one used hazard ratio ゅなねょ┸ and the other three used odds ratioゅなに なぬ なのょ as risk estimate definitions┻  Likewise┸ in the meta┽analysis by Chen et al ゅひょ┸ one study included adult population ゅセ にな years oldょ ゅなはょ┸ and another used ジにのth┸ にのth┽ぱねth┸ and セぱのth percentiles for underweight┸ normal┸ and overweight respectively┸ another one used bronchitis as the outcome variable instead of asthma or wheezing symptoms ゅなばょ┸   
Combining studies that included child and adult populations┸ used non┽standard and inconsistent BM) categories and variety of risk estimate definitions in a meta┽analysis may bias the summary risk estimates┻ For example┸ suppose that two studies used ぬどth percentile┸ three used などth percentile and four other used のth percentile as cut┽off points for underweight┻ Then┸ it becomes difficult to combine these ひ studies in a meta┽analysis as the cut┽off points used are not equivalent┻ The last group used a standard BM) cut┽off point for underweight ゅのth percentileょ and the other two groups used cut┽off points of convenience where some individuals grouped as underweight in these studies are normal BM) according to the standard BM) categorization methods┻ Similarly┸ although the estimates from odds ratio and relative risk are similar when the disease is rare ゅジなどガょ┸ they diverge as the prevalence increases ゅなぱょ┸ potentially biasing the summary risk estimates derived from combined odds ratios and relative risks┻ 
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disorders┻ Based on these observations┸ we aimed to provide an up┽to┽date and more consistent investigation of the association between overweight【obesity and childhood asthma and wheezing disorders through a systematic review and meta┽analysis of studies┸ using consistent exposure and risk estimation definitions┸ and the standard World (ealth Organization ゅW(Oょ definition of the age range for children and adolescents ゅなひょ┻ 
 
Methods: 
Search strategy:  The review was carried out in accordance with the PR)SMA guidelines for systematic reviews and meta┽analyses ゅにどょ┻ An online search of observational studies ゅcohort┸ case┽control┸ and cross┽sectionalょ┸ published as an article in English language┸ was carried out using EMBASE and MEDL)NE databases ゅFigure なょ┻  A literature search was carried out by the first author┻ Eligible studies were those original reports on childhood wheezing disorders and BM)┸ covering ど┽なひ years of age┸ published until May にどなね┻  Table Sな gives the details of terms and phrases used for the literature search┻  
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Data extraction: Studies were selected by two independent reviewers┻ The following study characteristics were extracted┺ authors┸ year of publication┸ country┸ study design┸ sample size┸ study age group┸ outcome ゅdiagnosisょ term used┸ exposure ゅBM)ょ categories used┸ exposure categorization method┸ outcome ascertainment┸ and exposure ascertainment┻ Data extraction was carried out independently by two reviewers┻ Differences were resolved by consensus┻ 
Data standardization: 
Exposure variable (BMI): Data on exposure variable presented varied according to the cut┽off points of BM) categories adopted by authors┻  1) The CDC┺ ジのth percentile┸ セのth and ジぱのth percentiles┸ セ ぱのth┽ジひのth percentiles┸ and セひのth percentile for underweight┸ normal┸ overweight┸ and obese categories respectively ゅににょ┻ 2) The )nternational Obesity Task Force┺ Age and sex specific cut┽off points that are extrapolated from the adult BM) cut┽offs of なぱ┻のkg【mに┸ にのkg【mに┸ and ぬどkg【mに for underweight┸ overweight┸ and obesity respectively ゅにぬ にねょ┻ 3) The W(O┺ ぱのth┽ひのth percentile and セひのth percentiles or なSDギ and にSDギ for overweight and obese respectively ゅにのょ┻ 4ょ Data driven multiple BM) categories┻  
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as a reference and provided adjusted risk estimates┸ the stratum based risk estimates were aggregated using recommendations from (amling et al ゅにはょ before being combined with the other studies for meta┽analysis of adjusted risk estimates┻ 
Outcome variable: Study authors used one or multiple outcome terms in their reporting┻ Again┸ for comparability among studies┸ where authors used a single outcome┸ e┻g┻ asthma or wheezing┸ the quoted outcome term by the author and its risk estimate were assumed for analysis┻ (owever┸ where authors used multiple outcome terms┸ a term that was highest in the hierarchy and its risk estimates were assumed for analysis┻ For example┸ if asthma and wheezing were used together┸ asthma was preferred over wheezing┻  
Quality assessment: Papers included in this review were assessed for risks of bias using the Newcastle┽Ottawa quality assessment scale ゅにばょ┻ Each of the studies was assessed for three quality components┺ selection of study population┸ comparability ゅadjustment for covariatesょ and outcome or exposure┻ Table Sぬ gives the details of studies with respective scores┻ 
Statistical analysis: )n the meta┽analyses of all studies┸ random effects models were preferred as we made an assumption that the studies were not functionally identical and the aim of our meta┽analysis was to generalize about other populations ゅにぱょ┸ Estimates were pooled using the DerSimonian and Laird method ゅにひょ┻ 
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with the other studies for meta┽analyses of unadjusted risk estimates of all studies┻ Odds ratios were the principal summary measures┻ 
To quantify between┽study heterogeneity┸ the Cochrane Q┽test ゅぬどょ and the )に measure of the proportion of the total heterogeneity explained by between study variation ゅぬなょ were used┻  Sub┽group meta┽analyses and sensitivity analysis of unadjusted risk estimates were performed on a priori selected covariates ゅstudy characteristicsょ in order to assess the robustness of the risk associations and levels of between┽study heterogeneities┻ )n order to account for the sources of between┽study heterogeneity┸ meta┽regression ゅぬにょ of unadjusted risk estimates was performed using Restricted Maximum Likelihood ゅREMLょ┻ 
)n investigating evidence of publication bias and small study effects┸ symmetry funnel plots and bias test models were used ゅぬぬ ぬねょ┻ のガ significance levels and ひのガ confidence intervals were adopted throughout┻ Meta┽analyses were carried out in Stata software version なに ゅStata Corp┸ College Station┸ TX┸ USAょ┻ 
 
Results:  
Literature search: )n total┸ にぱぱば non┽duplicate papers were available and screened┹ にぱどど excluded due to non┽relevance and ぱば were read in full ゅFig なょ┻ Out of the ぱば papers┸ ねね were included in the review┻ A total of ぬぱ studies reported either the risk estimates or number of cases and non┽cases of wheezing disorders in each exposure group were included in the meta┽analysis ゅTable Sにょ┻ The studies were from Europe サなな┸ Americas サなぱ┸ Asia サば and Oceaniaサに┻  
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Quality of studies: With the maximum of ひ points for each article┸ of the ぬぱ included in the meta┽analysis┺ twenty┽five scored ば┽ひ┸ thirteen scored の┽は┸ and their risks of biases can be interpreted as ╅low╆ and ╅moderate╆ respectivelyゅTable Sにょ┻ 
Underweight and childhood wheezing disorders: A total of ば studies presented data on the number of cases and non┽cases in underweight and normal BM) groups comprising a total of ばばに┸どねど children ゅば ねな┽ねはょ┻ The summary risk estimate of the studies showed that there was a significant decrease odds of wheezing disorders ゅORサ ど┻ぱの┸ ひのガ C)┺ ど┻ばの to ど┻ひば┹ Pサど┻どにょ for the underweight children ゅFigure にょ┻ There was considerable heterogeneity among the studies ゅQサにひ┸ d┻f┻サは┸ Pジど┻どどな┹ )にサばひガ┸ ひのガ C)┺ のぱガ to ぱひガょ┻ When a meta┽analysis was performed on four studies ゅば ねば┽ねひょ that provided adjusted risk estimates┸ the overall OR was ど┻ひは ゅひのガ C)┺ ど┻ばの to な┻にぬ┸ Pサど┻ばのょ with very low heterogeneity among studies ゅQサに┸ d┻fサぬ┸ Pサど┻はの┹ )にサどガょ ゅFigure Sなょ┻ 
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Obesity and childhood wheezing disorders: A total of にど studies presented data on the number of cases and non┽cases of wheezing disorders in the normal and obese group that comprised な┸どどぬ┸どばは children ゅば ねな┽ねぬ ねの のど┽のに のね のの のば のひ┽はな はね はは はば はひ ばねょ┻ The overall risk estimate showed that there was a significant increase in the risk of wheezing disorders for obesity ゅOR サな┻ねは┸ ひのガ C)┺ な┻ぬは to な┻のばょ ゅFigure ねょ┻ There was substantial heterogeneity among the studies ゅQサ ななな┸ d┻f┻ サ にど┹ )に サ ぱにガ ゅひのガ C)┺ ばぬガ to ぱぱガょ┻  (owever┸ when the analysis was repeated on the adjusted risk estimate of obesity on wheezing disorders available from なは studies ゅば ぱ ねば┽ねひ のば はど はな はね はは はば はひ ばに ばね ばのょ┸ the heterogeneity was attenuated ゅQサにぱ┸ d┻fサなね┸ Pサど┻どに┹ )にサねはガ┸ ひのガ C)┺ ぬガ to ばどガょ whilst the summary risk estimate slightly increased ゅORサな┻はど┸ ひのガ C)┺ な┻ねに to な┻ぱなょ ゅFigure Sぬょ┻  
Sub-group meta-analyses: Subgroup meta┽analysis of underweight risk estimates on childhood wheezing disorders from ば studies showed that the strength of the risk estimates remained stable across each subgroup of the predefined covariates┻ The heterogeneities across each subgroup of the covariates were significant while except for the covariate ╅exposure categorization method╆┸ the heterogeneities between each subgroup of the covariates were not significant ゅTable なょ┻  
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A subgroup meta┽analysis of にな studies that presented the risk estimate data of obesity on childhood wheezing disorders by the a priori selected covariates was performed┸ except for the case┽control study design subgroup┸ the strength and direction of the summary risk estimates in each subgroup remained stable┻ There were significant within subgroup heterogeneities except for the outcome ascertainment through a child┸ exposure ascertainment not mentioned┸ )OTF BM) categorization method┸ and sample size less than などどど subgroups┻ Also┸ except for the sample size subgroups┸ there were significant heterogeneities between each subgroup of the other covariates ゅTable ぬょ┻ 
When investigating the sources of between┽study heterogeneity in the overweight【obesity and wheezing disorders risk estimates┸ the results showed that none of the heterogeneity was explained by the a priori selected covariates ゅTables ね ┃ のょ┻ No meta┽regression analysis was carried out for underweight risk estimates on childhood wheezing disorders due to not having enough observations for the model to converge┻ 
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Investigating biases (small study effect): The funnel plots for the unadjusted risk estimates of BM) on childhood wheezing disorders showed some evidence of asymmetry in the overweight ゅPサど┻どねょ┸ but not in the underweight and obese categories ゅPサど┻ひに and Pサど┻ぬな respectivelyょ ゅFigure Sねょ┻  
Discussion: )n this more comprehensive meta┽analysis┸ we have found that there is a significant increase of childhood wheezing disorders risk by にぬガ ゅOR┺ な┻にぬ┸ ひのガ C)┺ な┻なば to な┻にひょ and ねはガ ゅORサな┻ねは┸ ひのガ C)┺ な┻ぬは to な┻のばょ for overweight and obesity respectively┻ We have also found that there is a significant なのガ reduction of wheezing disorders risk for underweight ゅORサ ど┻ぱの┸ ひのガ C)┺ ど┻ばの to ど┻ひばょ┻ )f we were to restrict our meta┽analysis only for the cohort studies as Chen et al ゅひょ and Egan et al ゅなどょ did┸ the summary relative risk estimates for overweight and obesity are な┻にな ゅひのガ C)┺ な┻どぱ to な┻ぬはょ and  な┻ねに ゅな┻ぬな to な┻のねょ respectively┻ (owever┸ our summary relative risk estimates for only cohort studies may not be comparable to that of Egan et alゅなどょ as the risk estimate definition was not consistent across the studies included in their meta┽analysis┻ Our overweight summary relative risk estimates for only cohort studies and that reported by Flaherman and Rutherford ゅねょ meta┽analysis may also not be comparable for the same reasons┻   
One notable difference between our study and the three previous meta┽analyses results is that our summary risk estimates have narrower confidence intervals and are more robust than those previously reported┻ This is likely to be due to the larger number of participants in our meta┽analysis┻ )t could be also due to our usage of data harmonization┸ consistent definition of the risk estimates and BM) categorization methods┸ and the usage of standard W(O child and adolescent age range definition ゅなひょ┻ 
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three and four BM) categories respectively ゅTable にょ┻ A similar pattern was also observed in the obesity risk estimates according to the number of BM) categories used by authors ゅTable ぬょ┻  
Our sub┽group meta┽analyses by study design showed that the summary risk estimates of the cohort and cross┽sectional studies are very similar┸ both for the overweight and obesity risk estimates┻ This may indicate that cross┽sectional studies can be as credible as cohort studies although the findings need to be validated by other meta┽analyses in other fields or with more data included┻  Cross┽sectional studies are also easier and cheaper to conduct than case┽control and cohort studies┸ and this can have implication for cost saving and efficiency┻  
We investigated the effects of age and developmental stage of children on the association between BM) and childhood wheezing disorders by classifying the age of children into ╅under┽five╆┸ ╅five years and above╆ and ╅mixed age group╆┹ and developmental stage into ╅under┽five╆┸ ╅school age ゅの┽ば yearsょ╆┸ puberty ゅぱ┽なね yearsょ╆┸ adolescence ゅなの┽なひ yearsょ╆ and ╅mixed stages╆┻ (owever┸ we found no significant effect on the risk of association┻   
Based on the heterogeneity measures ゅQ┽test and )にょ┸ we observed that there was a considerable level of between┽study variation in the underweight┸ overweight and obesity unadjusted risk estimates although this could be due higher sample size studies in our analyses ゅばはょ┻ As noted in the forest plots┸ there were a few studies with large samples and high precision of risk estimates that can have dominating effects for the between┽study heterogeneities ゅFigures ぬ┃ねょ┻ (owever┸ the same pattern was not observed in the adjusted risk estimates┺ the between┽study heterogeneities were low in underweight┸ overweight┸ and obesity risk estimates ゅFigures Sに┃ Sぬょ┻ 
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Our analyses have certain limitations┻ Firstly┸ in all BM) categories unadjusted summary risk estimates on wheezing disorders┸ we found that there was a significant and substantial level of between┽study variation that was not explained by our a priori selected covariates┻ We may be reassured though that our summary risk estimates were consistently similar with those of the adjusted summary risk estimates ゅexcept for underweightょ and the between┽study variations ranged ど┽ねひガ┻ Secondly┸ we also had some evidence of funnel plot asymmetry which may indicate a potential small study effect such as potential publication bias ゅぬぬょ┻ 
Thirdly┸ as in any systematic review and meta┽analysis┸ we cannot rule out the possibility of potentially relevant studies being missed by our search strategy┻ Fourthly┸ our results are based on epidemiologic observational studies and are solely dependent on the quality of the primary studies included┻ Particularly┸ wheezing disorders were ascertained through self administered questionnaires in the majority of the studies included that may cause a potential bias to the risk estimates┻ 
The strength of our work is that we were able to produce consistent risk estimates due to our use of harmonised data┻ Combining only adjusted risk estimates may under or over estimate the association between exposure and outcome due to either exclusion of studies that used multiple BM) categories convertible to one of the standard formats or combining all irrespective of the type of exposure categorization method used┻ )n order to improve validity of the summary risk estimates┸ we implemented data harmonization techniques and were able to include more studies than if we were to use previous authors╆ techniques┺ most importantly┸ we were able to produce more consistent summary risk estimates of underweight┸ overweight┸ and obesity on wheezing disorders than if we were to combine non┽standard multiple cut┽off points┻  The other strength of this work is that we extracted and analysed both adjusted and unadjusted risk estimates┸ which can be used as an internal validation with each other┻ 
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odds of wheezing disorders┻ (owever┸ although our findings assert that overweight【obesity and childhood wheezing disorders are associated┸ the causality or temporal relationship remains unanswered and deserves further scrutiny in epidemiological studies┻  
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Table 1: subgroup analysis for unadjusted risk estimates of underweight on childhood wheezing disorders   OR ゅひのガ C)ょ n )に Pheta PhetbOutcome terms used Asthma な┻ばね ゅな┻のど┸ に┻どにょ ば ばひガ ジど┻どどな  wheezing ど   Outcome ascertainment E┽records【trained な┻どぱゅど┻はね┸ な┻ぱょ に ぱぱガ ジど┻どな ど┻どは child ど┻ぱば ゅど┻ぱぬ┸ ど┻ひなょ な  parent ど┻ぱな ゅど┻のど┸な┻ぬなょ ね ぱなガ ジど┻どな  Exposure ascertainment E┽records【trained ど┻ぱね ゅど┻はに┸ な┻なのょ の ぱのガ ジど┻どどな  ど┻にば child ど┻ぱば ゅど┻ぱぬ┸ ど┻ひなょ な どガ  Parent ど  No mention な┻ねに ゅど┻はひ┸ に┻ぱひょ な ど┻どガ   Exposure categorization method 
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Table 2: subgroup analysis for unadjusted risk estimates of overweight on childhood wheezing disorders    OR ゅひのガ C)ょ n )に Pheta PhetbOutcome terms used Asthma な┻にぬ ゅな┻なば┸ な┻にひょ にば ははガ ジど┻どどな ど┻ねね wheezing な┻にぬ ゅな┻どの┸ な┻ねにょ に どガ ど┻の  Outcome ascertainment E┽records【trained な┻なひ ゅな┻どの┸ な┻ぬはょ の ねどガ ど┻なは ジど┻どな child な┻ぬど ゅな┻どの┸ な┻はどょ ね はねガ ど┻どね parent な┻にば ゅな┻なの┸ な┻ねどょ にど はねガ ジど┻どどな 
 Exposure ascertainment E┽records【trained な┻にに ゅな┻なね┸ な┻ぬにょ にね のひガ ジど┻どどな  ジど┻どどな child な┻なぬ ゅな┻なな┸ な┻なのょ な  Parent な┻のね ゅな┻ぬに┸ な┻ぱどょ に どガ ど┻ばば No mention な┻ぬぱ ゅな┻どな┸ な┻ぱぱょ に ねにガ ど┻なぱ  Exposure categorization method 
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Table 3: subgroup analysis for unadjusted risk estimates of obesity on childhood wheezing disorders   OR ゅひのガ C)ょ n )に Pheta PhetbOutcome terms used Asthma な┻ねぬ ゅな┻ぬぬ┸ な┻のねょ にど ぱなガ ジど┻どどな ど┻どどな wheezing な┻ひね ゅな┻はど┸ に┻ぬはょ な   Outcome ascertainment E┽records【trained な┻ぱな ゅな┻ぬひ┸ に┻ぬはょ ね ばのガ ど┻どな ジど┻どどな child な┻にぱ ゅな┻にの┸ な┻ぬなょ ぬ どガ ど┻ぱは parent な┻ねひ ゅな┻ぬな┸ な┻はひょ なね のばガ ジど┻どどな  Exposure ascertainment E┽records【trained な┻のど ゅな┻ぬば┸ な┻はのょ なば はどガ ど┻どどな  ジど┻どどな child な┻にぱ ゅな┻にの┸ な┻ぬなょ な  Parent ど  No mention な┻はど ゅな┻なな┸ に┻ぬなょ ぬ のぬガ ど┻なに  Exposure categorization method 
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Table 4: Meta-regression results of overweight on wheezing disorders  OR (95% CI) P-valueOutcome terms used ゅrefサAsthmaょ な┻なね ゅど┻ばね┸ な┻ばねょ ど┻のねOutcome ascertainment ゅrefサ e┽records【trainedょ な┻どね ゅど┻ぱひ┸ な┻になょ ど┻はどExposure ascertainment ゅrefサe┽records【trainedょ な┻どね ゅど┻ひに┸ な┻なばょ ど┻のなExposure categorization method ゅrefサCDCょ ど┻ひど ゅど┻ばは┸ な┻どばょ ど┻ににAge during diagnosis ゅrefサFive┽and┽aboveょ ど┻ひぬ ゅど┻ばぬ┸ な┻なひょ ど┻のはSample size ゅrefサless than などどどょ ど┻ばは ゅど┻ねひ┸ な┻なひょ ど┻ににStudy period ゅrefサbefore にどどどょ ど┻ばど ゅど┻にに┸ に┻にどょ ど┻のにStudy type ゅrefサcohortょ ど┻ひぱ ゅど┻ぱば┸ な┻などょ ど┻ははOverall ど┻はね  
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Figure 3: Summary unadjusted odds ratio of にひ studies that presented the number of asthmatic and non┽asthmatic children in normal and overweight groups┻ (eterogeneity chi┽squared サ ばば ゅd┻f┻ サ にぱょ p ジ ど┻どどな┸ )に サ はねガ ゅひのガ C)┺ ねはガ to ばはガょ┸ and the estimate of between┽study variance Tau┽squared サ ど┻どどね┻ 
Figure 4: Summary unadjusted odds ratio of にな studies that presented the number of asthmatic and non┽asthmatic children in normal and obese groups┻ (eterogeneity chi┽squared サ ななな ゅd┻f┻ サ にどょ p ジ ど┻どどな┸ )に サ ぱにガ ゅひのガ C)┺ ばぬガ to ぱぱガょ┸ and the estimate of between┽study variance Tau┽squared サ ど┻どどぱ┻ 
Fig S1: Summary of adjusted risk estimates of underweight on childhood wheezing disorders. (eterogeneity chi┽squaredサな┻はね ゅd┻fサぬ┸ Pサど┻はのょ┸ )にサどガ ゅひのガ C)┺ど toばにガょ┸ and the estimate of between study variance Tau┽squaredサど┻ど┻ 
Figure S2: Summary of adjusted risk estimates of overweight on childhood wheezing disorders┻ (eterogeneity chi┽squared サ にば ゅd┻f┻ サ にどょ p サ ど┻なぬ┸ )に サ にばガ ゅひのガ C)┺ どガ to のばガょ┸ and the estimate of between┽study variance Tau┽squared サ ど┻どな┻ 
Figure S3: Summary of adjusted risk estimates of obesity on childhood wheezing disorders┻ (eterogeneity chi┽squared サ にぱ ゅd┻f┻ サ なねょ p サ ど┻どに┸ )に サ ねひガ ゅひのガ C)┺ ぱガ to ばにガょ┸ and the estimate of between┽study variance Tau┽squared サ ど┻どに┻ 
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